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Please follow along as we build the background to spiritually address this serious topic:
In the beginning: Garden of Eden: Evil 101: Lesson #1: Spin  Genesis 3. Effective
warfare uses enemy self-destruction: existing vulnerabilities are excellent opportunities.
Distract the enemy with consuming pleasures to gain required access for unsuspected
damage. This over-simplifies yet explains how evil works. Multiple attacks of setup, false
information, prolonged time frames and other tricks also help evil conquer its enemies.
God’s creation has tenacity towards LIFE  Ecclesiastes 3:11. Grass grows between
the lanes of the busy highway, creatures use all they have to survive, and we all look for
something NEW. Being the Author of life, God offers to wonderfully satisfy us as we
grow in intimacy with Him. This is where Lucifer went wrong, distrusted God’s loving
leadership, doomed himself to hell forever (soon!), and tries to bring us down with him.
When electricity was first brought into homes, advertisers called all kinds of products
“electric” even though they had nothing to do with electricity (e.g. “electric” bar of soap).
Although “electricity” is still used to describe certain aspects of human interactions,
sexuality contains more power than anything else  1 Corinthians 6:15-18. This is due to
it being patterned after the original intimacy God created for humans to have with Him.
Today we are told that even things like cars are sexy (?)… same spin, different day!
We incessantly hear about “sinfully rich” food and similar words that preach this sermon:
“Evil Owns Fun”  1 Timothy 4:1. We know God created and owns all pleasure, and
that satan uses spin to seemingly promote them but actually destroys them  John 10:10.
The good news is that God does own sexy… and the instructions! The instruction
satan preaches is part of his effective warfare that intends our self-destruction, as his
enemy. Our vulnerabilities make excellent opportunities for satan, but God is prepared to
help us  Romans 8:37. This is important to remember, especially during difficult times!
We need to take this ONE-QUESTION SELF-TEST often:
DO I PREFER EVIL WAYS OVER GOD’S WAYS IN AN AREA OF MY LIFE?
If YES, then that is the specific area God is ready to help me with right now! Hooray!
If NO, then I need to retake this test soon.
God gives power to those who reciprocate His love and He proves it… individually.
He personally loves us and wants our personal intimacy. God owns everything except our
free will and is ready and able to custom-provide everything we need, including sexually.
The more intimate we get with God, the more His Holy Spirit gives us power for our life.
Don’t doubt this! Intimacy with God builds intimacy in marriage. God loves relationship!
Spouses need to remember that God owns sexy and that intimacy problems are very
close to His heart. Unlike the world’s spin sermon, God actually has our best in mind and
has the power to provide it! Despair is a sign that we need to have God’s answers in life.
We will despair and suffer if we believe that “Evil Owns Fun”. The truth is we have
the best reason to never despair: GOD owns every good thing, including fun and sexy.
Crush enemy lies! Have God’s answers  Matthew 7:7-11. Loren & Kathy Falzone
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